31 Days Of Proverbs
One of the great things about the Old Testament book of Proverbs is that
it has 31 chapters – one for each day of the month! We’ve put together
31 DAYS OF PROVERBS to help you read the chapter which corresponds to
the day of the month. We’ve selected one verse from each chapter that
we’ve called “Verse for the Day” and, beside that, a “Thought for the Day”
that takes the form of a question that relates to the selected verse. This is
to encourage you to think more deeply about what you’ve read and help you
to apply it to your daily circumstances. Enjoy your journey through the book
of Proverbs ...

DAYS AND CHAPTERS

VERSE FOR THE DAY

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

1

1:7

How can I develop a healthy fear of
the Lord?

2

2:6

What wisdom from the Lord do I
need to seek today?

3

3:5

In what situation(s) today do I
need to trust in the Lord
with all my heart?

4

4:23

Against what danger or sin do I
need to guard my heart?

5

5:23

In what area(s) of my life am I
dying for lack of discipline?

6

6:6

A sluggard is a lazy person. What
tasks have I not completed due
to laziness?

7

7:2

Which biblical commands or
teachings do I need to pay
particular attention to today?

8

8:11

How can I cultivate an awareness
of the preciousness of wisdom?

9

9:10

What steps can I take today to gain
knowledge and understanding of
the Lord?

10

10:9

How can I walk with integrity today
and avoid taking a crooked path?

11

11:30

To what extent will winning souls
be a priority for me today?

12

12:1

In what area(s) of my life
do I need correction?

13

13:10

How might seeking advice from a
godly person help me today?
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DAYS AND CHAPTERS

VERSE FOR THE DAY

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

14

14:21

In what way(s) can I show kindness
to needy people?

15

15:1

To whom do I need to give a gentle
answer today?

16

16:3

What am I doing today that I need
to commit to the Lord?

17

17:16

What steps do I need to take to
ensure that I’m not foolish
with money?

18

18:13

19

19:11

In what situation(s) today do I need to
be careful to listen before I answer?
What offence might it be to my
glory to overlook?

20

20:23

How can I be honest in all my
dealings today?

21

21:23

What steps do I need to take to
guard what I say?

22

22:4

In what way(s) can I demonstrate
humility today?

23

23:23

Is there a situation in my life where
I’m prepared to “sell the truth?”

24

24:10

What practical action(s) can I take
to increase my spiritual strength in
the good times so I don’t falter
in times of trouble?

25

25:28

In which areas of my life do I need
to exercise self-control?

26

26:22

What can I do today to stifle an
appetite for gossip?

27

27:1

How can I strike a balance
between boasting about tomorrow
and not planning for the future?

28

28:13

What specific sins do I need to
confess and turn from?

29

29:25

Am I more likely to fear people or
trust in the Lord?

30

30:5

How will the belief that God’s word
is flawless affect the way I live today?

31

31:8

In what specific way(s) can I speak
up for those who cannot speak for
themselves?
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